Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read the sentence and choose the word that makes sense in the sentence and is spelled correctly. Remind your child to use what he or she knows about Greek and Latin elements to figure out the meaning of words.

1. A child needs ____________ sleep to be healthy and succeed in school.
   inconsequential  adequate  adequate  enconsequential

2. A student ____________ at our school helps students settle arguments and disputes.
   proton  proton  mediator  mediator

3. All the foods on the menu look good so I ____________ over which meal to order.
   equivocate  pryme  prime  equavocate

4. The dancers learned a new ____________ of steps for the performance.
   medium  meedium  secuence  sequence

5. I enjoyed this book because it was all about an interesting ____________.
   protagonist  intermediary  primtagonist  interrmediary

6. Wen lost the first chess match but beat his opponent in a ____________ match.
   primmal  primal  subsequent  subsecuent

7. The ____________ forest has remained unchanged for thousands of years.
   sequential  primeval  seequential  protoeval

8. This scientist is a ____________ who studies how gorillas raise their babies.
   primatologist  primmatologist  protozoan  proatozoan
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